
Do’s
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Verify the customer’s 
contact information
Before the customer checks out, check to make sure their 
email and phone number are correct and up to date.

Contact information
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Promptly ask for reviews
The sooner you send a review request after the 
transaction, the higher the conversion. Ask your 
customers for a review while your business' service is 
still fresh in their minds. Generate an outreach plan 
that best fits the way your business operates.

Schedule your review request
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No one should be left out
Ask all of your customers for reviews — don't just target 
the customers who tell you they love you. 

Automatically
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Manually
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Send review requests
!

Reviews: 
The do’s and the don’ts 
Feedback from customer reviews can 
produce value insights for a business. 
Reviews contribute greatly to SEO, and can 
make or break a business' online presence. 
Learn the do's and don'ts when it comes to 
generating online reviews.
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Provide options
Customers have different online preferences when it 
comes to where they like to leave reviews. Send a review 
request via text and email, and offer various platforms for 
customers to leave a review.
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How was your experience?

Thanks for choosing us! Would you take 
a moment to leave us a review?
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Give the customer a heads up
Before the customer leaves one of your locations, let them 
know to be on the lookout for a review request.
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Send reminders
Automate a review reminder, and send them to those who 
have not opened the original email or text. 

Send reminder emails
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Respond to reviews and 
show appreciation
If customers are taking the time to leave your business a 
review, take the time to respond to the reviews, and be 
appreciative. Responding to your reviews helps SEO and 
shows your prospective customers that you value 
customer feedback. People like to do business with 
companies who care. 
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Don’ts
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Offer Google review incentives
Never offer payments for Google reviews. Offering 
incentives for Google reviews is against Google's policy, 
and comes with consequences determined by Google.
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Be demanding
No one likes to be forced nor ordered to complete a review. 
In this case, you might be running the risk of receiving a 
negative review.  By asking all customers for reviews, you 
will get a steady flow of reviews, and won’t feel the need 
to be pushy.
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Be a bothersome bear
Don't ask people that use your business often to write a 
review each and every time. You can potentially irritate or 
drive these customers away. Set up a threshold if your 
business gets repeat customers. (i.e. If you see someone 
monthly, set a threshold of 3 or 6 months).

Communication restrictions
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Be abrupt in responses
How you respond to a negative review is more important 
than how you react to a positive review. Respond 
appropriately by apologizing, by highlighting your 
commitment to outstanding service, and by taking the 
conversation offline.
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Call us at 1-800-561-3357, schedule a demo or visit www.birdeye.com for more information.

Birdeye is an all-in-one customer experience platform that provides businesses with the tools to deliver great 
experiences at every step of the customer journey. More than 60,000 businesses of all sizes use Birdeye every day 
to be found online and chosen through listings and reviews, be connected with existing customers using text 
messaging, and deliver the best end-to-end customer experience with survey, ticketing and insights tools.

tel:18005613357
https://birdeye.com/cal/schedule/
https://birdeye.com/



